Neuroethologically delineated differences in the seizure behavior of synapsin 1 and synapsin 2 knock-out mice.
The highly homologous nerve terminal phosphoproteins synapsin I and synapsin II have been linked to the pathogenesis of epilepsy through associations between synapsin gene mutations and epileptic disease in humans and to the observation of handling induced seizures in mice genetically depleted of one or both of these proteins. Whereas seizure behavior in mice lacking both synapsin I and synapsin II is well characterized, the seizure behavior in mice lacking either is less well studied. Through so called neuroethologically based analyses of fully established seizure behavior in Synapsin 1 and 2 knock-out mice (Syn1KO and Syn2KO mice) aged 4 1/2 months, this study reveals significant differences in the seizure behavior of the two genotypes: whereas Syn1KO mice show both partial and generalized forebrain seizure activity, Syn2KO mice show only fully generalized forebrain seizures. Analysis of seizure behavior at earlier stages shows that the mature seizure pattern in Syn2KO mice establishes rapidly from the age of ∼2 months, when Syn1KO partial seizures are rare, and Syn1KO generalized seizures are almost absent. The specific behavioral phenotypes of the two strains suggest that the slight differences in structure, function and expression of these highly related proteins could be important factors during seizure generating neural activity.